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Kaon-nucleus deeply-bound state ?
-> Kaon condensation in dense matter.

4

π-p system : successfully described by the chiral perturbation theory

-> but NOT with K-p system
due to the presence of Λ(1405) resonance only 25 MeV below threshold

K-p
thresholdΛ(1405)Σπ

Chiral SU(3) effective theory with a relativistic 
coupled-channels approach: 

Kp→Kp forward scattering amplitude obtained from the 
NLO calculation extrapolated to the sub-threshold region

QCD predictions near K-p threshold

Y. Ikeda et.al., PLB 706(2011)63-67

66 Y. Ikeda et al. / Physics Letters B 706 (2011) 63–67

Fig. 3. Real part (left) and imaginary part (right) of the K ! p " K ! p forward scattering amplitude extrapolated to the subthreshold region. The empirical real and imaginary
parts of the K ! p scattering length deduced from the recent kaonic hydrogen measurement (SIDDHARTA [10]) are indicated by the dots including statistical and systematic
errors. The shaded uncertainty bands are explained in the text.

vation, as previous calculations have commonly used an average
decay constant as a mere fit parameter, irrespective of physical
constraints. In summary, the parameters used for !2 fits are the
isospin symmetric subtraction constants, ai(µ), and the renormal-
ized constants in the NLO terms, b̄0, b̄D , b̄F and di .

With the TW terms alone a reasonable overall fit (with
!2/d.o.f. = 1.12) can be reached but the kaonic hydrogen energy
shift comes out too large ("E = 373 eV) and some of the subtrac-
tion constants ai in Eq. (7), especially those in the #$ and %&
channels, exceed their expected “natural” values # 10!2 by more
than an order of magnitude [14]. This clearly indicates the neces-
sity of including higher order terms in the interaction kernel V ij .
It also emphasizes the important role of the accurate kaonic hy-
drogen data in providing sensitive constraints.

The additional inclusion of direct and crossed meson–baryon
Born terms does not change "E and !2/d.o.f. in any significant
way. It nonetheless improves the situation considerably since the
subtraction constants ai now come down to their expected “natu-
ral” sizes.

The best fit (with !2/d.o.f. = 0.96) is achieved when incorpo-
rating NLO terms in the calculations. The inputs used are: the de-
cay constants f# = 92.4 MeV, f K = 110.0 MeV, f% = 118.8 MeV,
and axial vector couplings D = 0.80, F = 0.46 (i.e. g A = D + F =
1.26); subtraction constants at a renormalization scale µ = 1 GeV
(all in units of 10!3): a1 = a2 = !2.38, a3 = !16.57, a4 = a5 =
a6 = 4.35, a7 = !0.01, a8 = 1.90, a9 = a10 = 15.83; and NLO pa-
rameters (in units of 10!1 GeV!1): b̄0 = !0.48, b̄D = 0.05, b̄F =
0.40, d1 = 0.86, d2 = !1.06, d3 = 0.92, d4 = 0.64. Within the set
of altogether “natural”-sized constants ai the relative importance of
the K' channels involving double-strangeness exchange is worth
mentioning.

As seen in Table 1, the results are in excellent agreement with
threshold data. The same input reproduces the whole set of K ! p
cross section measurements as shown in Fig. 2 (Coulomb interac-
tion effects are included in the diagonal K !p " K !p channel as
in Ref. [7]). A systematic uncertainty analysis has been performed
by varying the parameters obtained from !2 fits within the range
permitted by the uncertainty measures of the kaonic hydrogen ex-
perimental data. Since the shift and width of kaonic hydrogen are
rather insensitive to the I = 1 scattering amplitudes, the total cross
section of K ! p " #0$ reaction is also used for the uncertainty
analysis. We find that all cross sections are well reproduced with
the constraint from the kaonic hydrogen measurement as shown
by the shaded areas in Fig. 2. A detailed description of this analy-
sis will be given in a longer forthcoming paper [15].

Equipped with the best fit to the observables at K ! p threshold
and above, an optimized prediction for the subthreshold extrapo-
lation of the complex s-wave K ! p " K !p amplitude can now be
given. The result is shown in Fig. 3, including again a conservative
uncertainty estimate. The real and imaginary parts of this ampli-
tude display as expected the $(1405) resonance as a quasibound
K̄ N (I = 0) state embedded in the #& continuum. The present
NLO calculation confirms the two-poles scenario [2,16,17] of the
coupled K ! p $ #& system. Using the best-fit input, the result-
ing locations of the two poles in the complex energy plane are as
follows: “upper” pole (K̄ N-dominated): 1424 ! i26 MeV; “lower”
pole (#&-dominated): 1381 ! i81 MeV. Unlike previously found
patterns in which the location of the lower pole has been sub-
ject to large model uncertainties, the pole positions now remain
remarkably stable with respect to changes of the input. The shift
of the real parts of both these pole positions from the “TW” and
“TW + Born terms” steps to the full NLO calculation is less than
5 MeV. The corresponding change in the imaginary parts is only
slightly larger (between about 10 and 20 MeV).

The K !p scattering length, a(K ! p), deduced from the kaonic
hydrogen measurements [10] and with inclusion of Coulomb cor-
rections (see Eq. (10)) is:

Re a
!

K !p
"
= !0.65 ± 0.10 fm,

Im a
!

K !p
"
= 0.81 ± 0.15 fm, (12)

with an error estimate based on the uncertainties assigned to the
measured kaonic hydrogen energy shift and width. Our best fit
NLO result, a(K ! p) = !0.70+ i0.89 fm, is perfectly consistent with
Eq. (12). Note that this new determination of the K ! p scatter-
ing length has shifted quite significantly in the value of Re a(K !p)
from previous ones [7,9,18,19], mainly because of the new con-
straints from the much improved SIDDHARTA data.

5. Summary

Given the significantly more accurate constraints from the new
kaonic hydrogen measurements, an improved theory of low-energy
antikaon–nucleon interactions on the basis of chiral SU(3) effective
field theory with coupled-channels is now at hand. The results and
conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) Kaonic hydrogen data are now consistent with low-energy
K ! p elastic, charge exchange and strangeness exchange cross sec-
tions.

SIDDHARTA

SIDDHARTA
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Kaonic atoms

6 keV
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shift and width

s-wave scattering length
using isospin I=0 and I=1 

components a0, a1 :
aK�p = 1

2 (a0 + a1)µc :   reduced 
mass of K-p

target gas transition I.L. [ pbarn-1 ] type of exp. significance
Hydrogen 2p-1s 350 precision best precision
Deuterium 2p-1s 100 exploratory first time
Helium-4 3d-2p 55 precision first gaseous
Helium-3 3d-2p 9 precision first time
# of K : ~ 100 k [events / pbarn-1]
# of KHe Lα : ~ 50 [events / pbarn-1]

SIDDHARTA gaseous target & beam time Z = 1, 2
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SIDDHARTA experiment
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  φ → K+ K-   (49.1%)

 Monochromatic K- 
   (~127 MeV/c, 0.1% momentum bite )

 Low hadronic background comparing to 
secondary-particle beam line
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  DAFNE　e+e- collider in Frascati



SIDDHARTA experiment

        SDD features 
➡ ~ 1 μs  time resolution
➡ 1 cm2 x 144 effective 
surface
➡ 150 eV FWHM @ 6 keV

 Kaon origin X-ray by timing info. 
    of SDD

 144 SDDs : 10 % solid angle  
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K
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Figure 1: A schematic side view of the SIDDHARTA setup installed at the e+e! interaction
point of DA!NE.

The cylindrical target cell, 13.7 cm in diameter and 15.5 cm high, was
located just above the degrader inside the vacuum chamber. The lateral wall
and the bottom window were made of Kapton Polyimide film of 75 µm and
50 µm thickness.

The SDDs, used to detect the kaonic-atom x rays, were developed within
a European research project devoted to this experiment [27]. Each of the 144
SDDs used in the apparatus has an area of 1 cm2 and a thickness of 450 µm.
The SDDs, operated at a temperature of !170 K, had an energy resolution of
183 eV (FWHM) at 8 keV (a factor of 2 better than Si(Li) detectors used in
E228 [9]) and timing resolution below 1 µsec in contrast to the CCD detectors
used in DEAR [28] which had no timing capability. Using the coincidence
between K+K! pairs and x rays measured by SDDs, the main source of
background coming from beam losses was highly suppressed.

To test our experimental technique and optimize the degrader thickness,
we repeatedly changed the target filling to helium gas and measured the L-
transitions of kaonic 4He. Due to the high yield of this kaonic atom x-ray
transition, one day of measurement was su!cient for each check.
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Kaon ID and timing information of X-ray events

Kaon event :
coincidence of two 

scintillators

K-

K+

Figure 2: Kaon identification using timing of the coincidence signals in the kaon detector
with respect to the RF signal of ! 368.7 MHz from DA!NE.

The physics results of the strong-interaction 2p-level shifts of kaonic 3He
and kaonic 4He atoms are available in our recent publications [29, 30].

In addition, we have performed the first-ever exploratory measurement
of kaonic-deuterium K-series x rays with the same experimental setup. In
the kaonic-hydrogen analysis, it turned out to be essential to use the kaonic-
deuterium spectrum to quantify the kaonic background x-ray lines – orig-
inating from kaons captured in heavier elements such as carbon, nitrogen
and oxygen contained in organic construction materials – which overlap the
kaonic-hydrogen signal.

Data were accumulated over six months in 2009 with integrated lumi-
nosities of ! 340 pb!1 for the hydrogen and ! 100 pb!1 for the deuterium
measurement.

3. Data analysis

The data acquisition system records the signal amplitudes seen by the 144
detectors along with the global time information. Whenever a kaon trigger
occurred, the time di!erence between the x ray and kaon was recorded as well
as the time correlations between the signals on each of the scintillators and
the DA"NE bunch frequency. From these data, the time-of-flight information
of the kaon detector, the position of the hit detector and rates of the SDDs,
rate of kaon production, etc., could be extracted in the o!-line analysis.

The timing distribution of the coincidence signals in the kaon detector
with respect to the RF signal from DA"NE shows clearly that kaon events

5

Kaon coincidence timing w.r.t. 
DAFNE RF (~ 368.7 MHz) clock
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Kaon coincidence timing w.r.t. 
DAFNE RF (~ 368.7 MHz) clock

Figure 3: Time di!erence spectrum between kaon arrival and x-ray detection for K!

triggered events of hydrogen data, where a time-walk correction was applied.

can be separated from MIPs by setting a time gate as indicated by arrows in
Fig. 2.

The time di!erence between kaon arrival and x-ray detection for hydro-
gen data is shown in Fig. 3. The peak represents correlation between x rays
and kaons, while the flat underlying structure is from uncorrelated acciden-
tal background. A typical width of the time-correlation, after a time-walk
correction, was about 800 ns (FWHM) which reflected the drift-time distri-
bution of the electrons in the SDD.

In order to sum up the individual SDDs, the energy calibration of each
single SDD was performed by periodic measurements of fluorescence x-ray
lines from titanium and copper foils, excited by an x-ray tube, with the e+e!

beams in kaon production mode. A remote-controlled system moved the kaon
detector out and the x-ray tube in for these calibration measurements, once
every ! 4 hours.

The refined in-situ calibration in gain (energy) and resolution (response
shape) of the summed spectrum of all SDDs was obtained using titanium,
copper, and gold fluorescence lines excited by the uncorrelated background
without trigger (see [29, 30] for more details), and also using the kaonic
carbon lines from wall stops in the triggered mode.

Figure 4 shows the final kaonic hydrogen and deuterium x-ray energy
spectra. K-series x rays of kaonic hydrogen were clearly observed while
those for kaonic deuterium were not visible. This appears to be consistent
with the theoretical expectation of lower x-ray yield and greater transition
width for deuterium (e.g., [31]).

6

X-ray @ SDD

Time difference between X-ray and kaon events

~ SDD time resolution
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Results on K-p 1s state shift and width

Best precision

1997 2005

ε1s  = -283 ± 36(stat.) ±  6(syst.) eV 
Γ1s =  541 ± 89(stat.) ± 22(syst.) eV

SIDDHARTA
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Results on K-p 1s state shift and width
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NLO
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SIDDHARTA-2 goal

13 

94 SIDDHARTA Collaboration / Nuclear Physics A 881 (2012) 88–97

Fig. 6. A global simultaneous fit result of the X-ray energy spectra of hydrogen and deuterium data. (a) Residuals of
the measured kaonic-hydrogen X-ray spectrum after subtraction of the fitted background, clearly displaying the kaonic-
hydrogen K-series transitions. The fit components of the K!p transitions are also shown, where the higher transitions,
greater than K! , are summed. (b), (c) Measured energy spectra with the fit lines for each dataset. Fit components of
the background X-ray lines and a continuous background are also shown. The dot-dashed vertical line indicates the EM
value of the kaonic-hydrogen K" energy. (Note that the characteristic K" line consists of K"1 and K"2 lines, both of
which are shown.)

wall made of Kapton polyimide film (C22H10O5N2) and its support frames made of aluminum.
The characteristic X rays come from high-purity titanium and copper foils installed for in-situ
X-ray energy calibration.

There are three background X-ray lines overlapping with the kaonic-hydrogen signals: kaonic
oxygen 7–6 (6.0 keV), kaonic nitrogen 6–5 (7.6 keV) and the characteristic X ray of copper K"

(8.0 keV). In the fitting procedure of the kaonic-hydrogen spectrum, it turned out to be essential
to use the kaonic-deuterium spectrum to quantify the kaonic background X-ray lines. There-
fore, we performed a simultaneous global fit of the hydrogen and deuterium spectra, where the
intensities of the background X-ray lines were determined using both spectra and a normaliza-
tion factor defined by the intensity ratio of the high-statistics kaonic-carbon 5–4 peak seen in
both spectra. In Fig. 6(b) and (c), the resulting fit lines are shown together with components of

K-d yield upper limit : 
Y (Kα ) < 0.39 % (CL 90%).

NPA 907  (2013) 69
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New SDD development

20th J-PARC PAC     July 16, 2015 30

Prototype of the new 4x2 SDD array

SDD-chip back side with 
bonding pads

connector

9 holes for 
bondings

CUBE
preamplifier

SDD-chip glued to ceramic 
board, bonded to CUBE 
preamplifier



• K-p       :1s shift and width determined to the best precision
• K-d       : first exploratory measurement
• K-3He   : strong-shift of 2p state determined for the first time 
• K-4He   : measured for the first-time with a gaseous target

Summary
❖ kaonic atom X-rays successfully measured with gaseous 
targets of Z = 1 & 2 
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❖ SIDDHARTA-2 is planning the first precision measurement 
of the K-d X-ray

• K-Kapton : yield of X-rays for KO and KN
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Past experiments-1
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Kaonic Kapton X-rays

K-p and K-d spectra
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Figure 7 shows uncertainties coming from the not-well-
determined parameter kstk . The hatched areas correspond to
the range of the Stark parameter kstk⇧1.5–2.5. It should be
noted that for a liquid target, K� and K⇧ are stronger than
K⌦ due to the large Stark mixing rate even when the theo-
retical errors are taken into account. Reference �4� reported
an anomalously large K�/K⌦ ratio together with a small
K⇧/K⌦ ratio. The old experimental data should be reexam-
ined by considering the large K� and K⇧ yields.
In Fig. 8, we demonstrate a stream of the cascade-down

process. The populations at very high-n states distribute with
nearly statistical ⌅2l⇤1� weight. This is due to the large
Stark-mixing rate, not because the initial distribution is taken
to be statistical. In the case of a liquid target, the absorption
occurs from s orbits, mainly 3s–6s . On the other hand, in
the case of a gas target the p-orbit absorption increases, be-
cause the Stark effect in the low-n region is weaker than that

in the case of a liquid. However, the fact that the population
for the high-n region seems similar to those of a liquid
means that the Stark effect still dominates in high-n states
even for a gas target.
Finally, we show the expected x-ray spectrum at various

target densities. In Fig. 9, the peak distribution is assumed to
be of Lorentzian form without including the detector resolu-
tion. As is shown in the figures, K � lines form a superposed
peak around 8 keV. In order to make a direct measurement of
(⌃E1s)strong and ⇤1s

abs , the K⌦ line (⇥6.5 keV� must be well
separated from the K � lines. It would be also possible to
extract the shift and width from the superposed K � lines
with the help of the cascade calculation, though its accuracy
would be lower than those from the direct measurement of
the K⌦ yield. The ratio K⌦/K � becomes larger as the target
density becomes lower. Thus, the liquid target is not suitable
for a precise determination of the shift and width, in spite of
a large stopping power of K⇥.
At a seven-atom gas target, which corresponds to the ex-

periment at KEK �12�, the K⌦ peak would be barely recog-
nized when the detector resolution is considered. Of course,
the smaller ⇤2p

abs makes the K⌦ yield larger. However, ⇤2p
abs⌅ 1

meV is suggested from the old experiments, as discussed in
Fig. 6. The ratio K⌦/K � as well as the ratio K⌦/Lall gives
information about the width ⇤2p

abs . To guarantee a clear ob-
servation of K⌦ , a lower density target is favorable even
though it sacrifices the stopping efficiency of K⇥. A gas
target of about one atom would be the most appropriate case,
since the absolute K⌦ yield becomes maximum at this den-
sity.

IV. RESULTS OF KAONIC DEUTERIUM

Since there exist no x-ray data for K⇥-d atoms, the en-
ergy shift and the absorption width are obtained by solving a
Klein-Gordon equation with a relevant optical potential. The
equation is

⌅ ⇥ 1⇤
↵

MA
⇤�2⇤⌅↵⇥VCoul�2⇥⌥2�✏⇧2↵Vstrong✏ ,

⌅16�

FIG. 5. Density dependence of K⇥-p atom x-ray yields with
varying (⌃E1s)strong and ⇤1s

abs . The solid lines and the dashed lines
are the cases which suffer the strongest ⌅Conboy et al . �10�� and
the weakest ⌅Tanaka and Suzuki �11�� Stark effects among the pa-
rameters given in Table I, respectively. The other cases in Table I lie
between these lines. The width ⇤2p

abs is taken to be 1 meV. The free
parameter kstk is fixed to 2.0.

TABLE I. Theoretical predictions of the energy shift and width of K⇥-p atoms and experimental data
obtained by the previous x-ray measurements. The energy shift, defined as positive, is attractive.

Scattering length a ⌅fm� (⌃E1s)strong ⌅eV� ⇤1s
abs ⌅eV� Refs.

Theories
Kim -0.76 ⇤ i0.72 -313 594 �5�
Chao et al . -0.87 ⇤ i0.70 -358 577 �6�
Martin and Ross -0.90 ⇤ i0.67 -371 552 �7�
Martin -0.66 ⇤ i0.64 -272 528 �8�
Dalitz et al . -0.73 ⇤ i0.63 -301 519 �9�
Conboy et al . -0.09 ⇤ i0.84 -37 692 �10�
Tanaka and Suzuki -1.11 ⇤ i0.70 -457 577 �11�
Experiments
Davis et al . ⇤0.11�0.14 ⇤ i0.00⇥0.00

⇤0.28 ⇤45�58 0⇥0
⇤230 �2�

Izycki et al . ⇤0.65�0.19 ⇤ i0.68�0.31 ⇤268�78 561�256 �3�
Bird et al . ⇤0.47�0.14 ⇤ i0.31⇥0.10

⇤0.27 ⇤194�58 82⇥82
⇤220 �4�
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8.3%

6!STP K$/Kall ~ 15%

The results of K⇥-p atoms are summarized as follows.
⌅1⌥ The dependence of x-ray yields on ⇤1s

abs and
(⌃E1s)strong can be seen only for a high density target, while
⇤2p
abs greatly affects the absolute x-ray yield of K lines at all
densities. ⇤2p

abs⌅1 meV is suggested by comparing with the
previous x-ray data.
⌅2⌥ The K yield becomes maximum at about one atom

gas, though its absolute values are not determined because of
the ambiguity of ⇤2p

abs . Below one atom, a considerable frac-
tion of K⇥ decays on atomic orbits by a weak interaction
during the cascade-down process. This feature is independent
of strong-interaction parameters.
⌅3⌥ It is expected that the x-ray spectrum shows only two

distinct peaks, K (⇥ 6.5 keV⌥ and the superposition of
K�↵ (⇥ 8 keV⌥. The ratio K /K�↵ becomes larger as the
target density becomes lower. It is found that the most favor-
able case for the clear observation of K would be about one
atom gas target, though the stopping efficiency is low. The
ratio K /K�↵ and/or K /Lall give the information about
⇤2p
abs .
In the case of K⇥-d atom, the x-ray yield is smaller by

one order than that of K⇥-p atoms due to a larger absorption
width. Nevertheless, the x-ray measurement is worth being
done since it gives information about the isospin dependence
of the K⇥N interaction, the relation with the puzzle for
K⇥- 4He atoms, and the two-body absorption mechanism of
the K⇥ in the nucleus.
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APPENDIX:

In the cascade calculation with Stark mixing, the transi-
tion among the same n but different l states causes a diffi-
culty compared with usual cascade calculations. One method
is that the reshuffling of the population of the angular mo-
mentum states is repeated at each n until the population be-
comes below a sufficiently small value, for example, 10⇥3.
This procedure is used in Refs. ⌦16,18�.
We employ another method using a matrix introduced in

Ref. ⌦13�. Let us define Nn ,l and Ñn ,l , where Nn ,l is the
starting population of the (n ,l) level before Stark mixing and
Ñn ,l is the arrival fraction of (n ,l) level resulting from Stark
mixing. Then, the relation

Ñn ,l⌃Nn ,l⇤Ñn ,l⇤1
⇤n ,l⇤ 1! n,l
Stark

⇤n ,l⇤1
total ⇤Ñn ,l⇥1

⇤n ,l⇥ 1! n,l
Stark

⇤n ,l⇥1
total ,

⌅A1⌥

⇤n ,l
total⌃ ⇧

n8⇧n ,l8
⌅⇤n,l!n8,l8

mol ⇤⇤n,l!n8,l8
Aug ⇤⇤n,l!n8,l8

rad ⌥

⇤⇤n,l
abs⇤⇤weak⇤⇤n ,l!n ,l⇤ 1

Stark ⇤⇤n,l!n,l⇥ 1
Stark ⌅A2⌥

holds for each (n ,l) level. Now, the n-dimensional vectors
Nn , Ñn are introduced by

Nn⌃⇥ Nn ,l⌃ 0

�
Nn ,l⌃n⇥ 1

⇤ , Ñn⌃⇥ Ñn ,l⌃ 0

�

Ñn ,l⌃n⇥ 1

⇤ . ⌅A3⌥

Then, Eq. ⌅18⌥ for l ⌃ 0 ⇥ n⇥1 becomes

AÑn⌃Nn , ⌅A4⌥

where A is the following n�n matrix:

FIG. 10. Density dependence of K⇥-d atom x-ray yields with
varying the strong-interaction parameters. The solid lines are the
case of Martin’s K matrix ⇤ Fermi average ⇤ binding effect. The
dashed lines are for Batty’s optical potential.

FIG. 11. Density dependence of K⇥-d atom x-ray yields with
varying the free parameter kstk ⌃ 1.5–2.5. The strong-interaction
parameters are Batty’s ones.
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Fig. 5. Energy spectrum of the kaonic 3He X-rays in coincidence with the K+K!

events. The kaonic 3He 3d " 2p transition is seen at 6.2 keV. Together with this
peak, small peaks are seen, which are the kaonic atom X-ray lines produced by
kaons stopping in the target window made of Kapton (polyimide), and the Ti K!
line at 4.5 keV.

Table 1
Calculated energy levels of the kaonic 3He 3d and 2p states. The calculations used
the Klein–Gordon equation (K.G.), and the vacuum polarization effect (V.P.) from the
first-order term of the Uehling potential. In the last line, the energy of kaonic 3He
3d " 2p transition is shown.

Level K.G. (eV) V.P. (eV) Total (eV)

2p !11179.6 !15.4 !11195.0
3d !4968.6 !1.9 !4970.5

3d " 2p 6211.0 13.5 6224.6

Eexp = Efit + "

= 6223.0± 2.4 (stat)± 3.5 (syst) eV, (4)

where the second term is the statistical error, and the third term
is the systematic error. The latter was evaluated from the accuracy
of the energy determination (±3.5 eV). Other contributions to the
systematic error (e.g. effects of timing region selection and contri-
butions of the kaonic oxygen line at 6.0 keV) are negligible.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The energy of the kaonic 3He 3d " 2p transition (Ee.m.) was
calculated using the Klein–Gordon equation together with an en-
ergy shift caused by the vacuum polarization effect. The formula
given in [16] was used for the calculation of the vacuum polariza-
tion effect, where the first order of the Uehling potential was taken
into account. The energy levels of the 3d and 2p states are tabu-
lated in Table 1. The calculated energy (Ee.m.) of the kaonic 3He
3d " 2p transition was:

Ee.m. = 6224.6 eV. (5)

The contribution from the higher-order vacuum polarization terms
is estimated to be 0.2 eV, and the uncertainty due to the kaon
mass error is about ±0.2 eV. Other corrections (e.g. a recoil effect,
a charge-radius effect) are negligibly small, compared to the above
terms.

The strong-interaction shift #E2p of the kaonic 3He 2p state
is obtained from the difference between the experimentally deter-
mined value Eexp and the QED calculated value Ee.m. (the strong-
interaction shift of the 3d state is negligibly small). The result is:

#E2p = Eexp ! Ee.m.

= !2 ± 2 (stat)± 4 (syst) eV, (6)

where the second term denoted as (stat) is the statistical error and
the third term denoted as (syst) is the systematic error.

Using the same setup as well as the same measuring and anal-
ysis procedures, kaonic 4He 3d " 2p X-rays were measured over
short periods for a very first look at a possible isotope shift be-
tween kaonic 3He and 4He [7]. The strong-interaction shift of the
kaonic 4He 2p state was determined to be #E2p = +5± 3 (stat)±
4 (syst) eV. This result is in agreement, within the errors, with the
results reported by the E570 [5] and SIDDHARTA [6] collaborations.
Since the present results both of the kaonic 3He and 4He shifts
were determined with the same procedures, their difference gives
directly a first indication that the kaonic 3He–4He isotope shift is
rather small, which is expected also in theories [7,17].

In conclusion, for the first time, the energy of the kaonic 3He
3d " 2p transition was measured using a gaseous 3He target in
the SIDDHARTA experiment. The strong-interaction shift of the
kaonic 3He 2p state was determined to be #E2p = !2± 2 (stat)±
4 (syst) eV.
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Fig. 5. Energy spectrum of the kaonic 4He X-rays in coincidence with the K+K!

events. Together with the accidental coincidence events of the Ti and Mn X-rays,
the kaonic 4He L! line is seen at 6.4 keV.

Fig. 5 shows the X-ray energy spectrum selected by the triple
coincidence timing events. The Ti and Mn X-ray peaks are still
seen, due to accidental coincidences. A large enhancement at ener-
gies above the Mn K" peak (about 6.4 keV) is due to the existence
of the kaonic helium L! line. The ratio of the Mn and Ti X-ray
lines is different from that in the non-coincidence data due to ad-
ditional Ti X-ray production by particles hitting the Ti foils within
the triple coincidence timing.

The X-ray peaks in the energy spectrum were fitted with the
functions determined from the non-coincidence data. The relative
ratio of the Mn K! and Mn K" lines was fixed, as obtained from
the calibration spectrum. The kaonic helium line was fitted with an
additional Voigt function, where energy resolution evaluated from
the calibration data was 151 ± 2 eV (FWHM). The X-ray energy of
the kaonic helium L! line was determined to be

Eexp = 6463.6± 5.8 eV, (1)

where the second term is the statistical error. The natural width
was found to be below the measurement limit within our statistics.

The contribution of systematic errors to the kaonic helium
X-ray energy was studied. Energy linearity, gain drifts and rate de-
pendence were found to be ±0.5 eV each. A peak shift caused by
contamination of the Mn K" line was found to be negligible. The
total systematic error is estimated to be ±2 eV, which includes
other effects (e.g. uncertainty of the parameter determination in
the fit functions, and possible satellite lines).

4. Discussion and conclusions

Because the strong interaction shift of the 3d state in kaonic
helium is negligibly small, we use the value of 3d " 2p energy
calculated by QED only (Ee.m. = 6463.5 ± 0.2 eV) [10] to obtain
the strong interaction shift of the kaonic helium 2p state as:

#E = Eexp ! Ee.m.

= 0± 6 (stat)± 2 (syst) eV, (2)

where the second term denoted as (stat) is the statistical error and
the third term denoted as (syst) is the systematic error.

Table 1
Energy shift of the kaonic helium 2p state.

#E (eV) Ref.

!41±33 Wiegand et al. [5]
!35±12 Batty et al. [6]
!50±12 Baird et al. [7]

!43±8 Average of above [1,7]

+2±2 (stat) ±2 (syst) Okada et al. [10]

0±6 (stat) ±2 (syst) This work

When compared to previous values [5–7,10] summarized in Ta-
ble 1, our result is consistent with the results obtained by the E570
group [10], while it is inconsistent with the average of the other
results [1,7].

In previous experiments, liquid helium was used as a target,
where Compton scattering in helium is significant. About 10% of
the 6-keV X-rays (corresponding to about the energy of the kaonic
He line) can undergo Compton scattering. The experiment by the
E570 group determined the contribution of a Compton tail with
Monte Carlo simulations using the measured kaon stopping distri-
bution in the target cell.

In the present experiment, the kaonic helium X-rays were mea-
sured in a gas target for the first time, where the Compton scatter-
ing was negligible, providing the kaonic atom X-ray peak without
a Compton tail.

Both in our experiment and E570, the energy resolution was
improved by a factor 2 compared to the previous three experi-
ments. A precise determination of energy calibration and detector
response was performed using high statistics X-ray data. These
were essential to obtain the kaonic atom X-ray energy precisely.

In conclusion, the energy shift of the kaonic helium 3d " 2p
line was measured using the gaseous target in the SIDDHARTA ex-
periment. The resultant shift of 0 eV confirms the result by the
E570 group. Prior to the experiment by the E570 group, the aver-
age of the three previous results was #E = !43 ± 8 eV (Table 1),
while most of the theoretical calculations give #E # 0 eV [1,4,8].
This five-sigma discrepancy between theory and experiment was
known as the “kaonic helium puzzle”. A resolution of this long-
standing puzzle provided by the E570 group is now firmly estab-
lished by the present work.
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kaonic helium 2p shift results
2p shift [eV] Reference

KEK E570 +2 ± 2 ± 2 PLB653(2007)387
SIDDHARTA (He4)   0 ± 6 ± 2 PLB681(2009)310
SIDDHARTA (He3) -2 ± 2 ± 4 PLB697(2011)199
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0.012 + 0.003 - 0.004.

 0.043 + 0.011- 0.012.
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 0.029 + 0.008 - 0.009.

However, experimentally, 
instead of Kall, 
systematic error for Kcomplex is 
easier to assign, and the result 
is: 

Kp Ka yield with comparison to cascade calculation


